The effect of an asymmetric energy window on bone scintigraphy image quality.
Purpose: Bone scintigraphy is one of the most common nuclear medicine tests. Previous work investigated the effectiveness of an asymmetric energy window (ASW) for planar bone scintigraphy using simulation and phantom data. Phantom studies concluded that the ASW improved both the resolution and contrast-to-noise ratio when imaging objects with high scatter. The aim of this study is to confirm this increased image quality in patients. This study also investigated whether the differences between a standard (SW) and ASW depended on body mass index (BMI). Methods: 58 patients had two scans: a standard scan using an energy window of 140keV ±10% (SW) and an asymmetric window of 140keV +10%, -7.5% (ASW). Three readers independently compared the two image sets and scored them using a 5-score scale (ranging from 1 = asymmetric better (clinically important) to 5 = standard better (clinically important)). Scores from all radiologists were pooled and analysed statistically. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Results: In 93 cases (53%) the readers scored the ASW images better the SW images. In 5 cases (3%), the ASW images were preferred with the difference considered clinically important; there were no cases where the SW was similarly preferred. For the sign test, we test whether the total of 93 scores of 1 or 2 (ASW preferred) was significantly different from the 15 scores of 4 or 5 (SW preferred). The p-value was p<0.00001, demonstrating that the difference is significant. Conclusion: In patients with a request for bone scintigraphy, ASW provides an improvement in image quality which in some cases was judged as clinically important.